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Panasonic's PL-5 camera with Four Digit Shooting Mode The PL-5 is one of Panasonic's new range of compact cameras that offers a lot for the money. Focusing on the 4-digit display, this camera offers
five user selectable shooting modes: Standard: normal mode Program: Manual, Automatic (with Manual) or Automatic (with Auto) Sequential: Program and Sequential Self-timer: 10 sec. Movie: 3 sec.
The PL-5 also offers 4 user selectable Digital Zoom Level: 1x, 2x, 4x There is also a Digital Shutter for both aperture (A) and shutter speed (S) and Flash. Two way zoom lenses can also be attached, giving
this camera a wide range of lenses from a 28mm standard lens to a 600mm telescopic lens. There is an option for TTL (Through-The-Lens) metering or as standard, manual exposure. The cameras display
offers 1.3 million dots (VGA), and it has a screen resolution of 324x192 and is a 3.3cm LCD monitor. On the back of the camera is a 2.5cm LCD monitor. This has a resolution of 1.4 million dots.
Panasonic PL-5 Panasonic PL-5 Main Features: Micro Four Thirds System Externally the camera weighs 10.3oz / 279g. Has a 3.3cm LCD monitor with a resolution of 1.3 million dots Panasonic PL-5
Lithium-Ion Battery The camera's Lithium-Ion battery is built to last, Panasonic claim it will last for around 200 shots. Model, Batteries, Processor, Record Format, Shutter The camera has a DIGIC 2
processor and is compatible with SD, SDHC or SDXC cards. This is a 1/2.33inch (6.45mm) 12.1 Megapixel CCD and sensor. Documents and Music: JPG, AVI, WMV The camera has two slots for SD
memory cards in the top of the camera, and a Firewire port on the back for copying. Up to 100GB of storage space is available. Usability: LCD, Menu, Menus, Battery The camera has a 2.5" LCD with a
resolution of 1.3
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Detektiv 2.3 can be integrated as a plug-in into Adobe Photoshop or Photoshop Elements and supports Photoshop version 10. It allows you to easily remove unwanted objects from your digital
photographs. Additionally it enables you to develop a wide range of other professional image correction techniques. Download link for original version is at the end of the Description and in the archive
link. Lossless Image Compression with PNG-24 Advanced, 2.4MB Lossless image compression is a useful tool for designers. But it's rare to find such an efficient and fast lossless encoder in one tool. The
original PNG encoder included in Photoshop is quite fast and efficient. But it's not lossless. The more advanced version of the PNG encoder (PNG-24 Advanced) is lossless and more efficient than the
original version. This lossless PNG encoder is a great tool for web designers. Download link for original version is at the end of the Description and in the archive link. Photoshop 3.0 Plug-in Photoshop
3.0 Plug-in allows you to quickly and easily capture digital images from your favorite webcam and convert it to an image file. There are more than 20 functions in the Photoshop 3.0 Plug-in. The Plug-in is
designed to be a convenient and useful tool for those who want to convert their digital images to JPEG or TIFF format. It can be used to automatically capture and convert digital images from your webcam
or digital camera to JPEG or TIFF format. Download link for original version is at the end of the Description and in the archive link. Photoshop 3.0 Plug-in The plug-in is designed to be a convenient and
useful tool for those who want to convert their digital images to JPEG or TIFF format. It can be used to automatically capture and convert digital images from your webcam or digital camera to JPEG or
TIFF format. Download link for original version is at the end of the Description and in the archive link. Macro Tools 1.8.3 Macro Tools is a Photoshop plug-in which allows you to quickly add text effects
and modify color, shade, style, size, and much more. It can be used to modify images in a fast and convenient way. The plug-in can be easily installed into Photoshop, Photoshop Elements and Photoshop
Express. Download link for original version is at the end of the Description and 77a5ca646e
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SilverFast SE Plus is a complete image adjustment tool for RAW photo-processing. It offers a wide variety of image adjustments in a clean and user-friendly interface. This unique feature of silverfast
includes several advanced features that have never been available in other products. SilverFast SE Plus was made for those who want to enter the world of digital image processing. Images will be mainly
benefit from SilverFast's intelligent automatic functions which help to make the process of adjusting much easier. Predictable color from the SilverFast SE preview gives imaging and color reproduction a
new dimension securing the correct workflow with the ScanPilot. Simple Drag-n-Drop with SilverFast SE Plus. This intuitive feature allows users to adjust just like in Photoshop. With a few clicks they
are at the position to adjust colors, tone curves, add contrast, or apply any other adjustments. With the Panorama feature SilverFast SE Plus makes it easy to create panoramas with a few clicks and a
precise preview. SilverFast SE Plus features a realistic preview. The photo will be automatically evaluated by the software and a preview will be displayed. A little warning icon will alert the user if any
modifications are done. In SilverFast SE Plus there is a color selection function that will help the user to select the best color in a picture. This feature is especially useful to fix incorrect color values from
the camera. SilverFast SE Plus is an Image Resizing, Cropping, and Image Rotating tool. With the included Image Resizing tool you can easily adjust the size of an image. A crop feature is included as well
which allows you to crop the image into different shapes such as circle, square, and rectangle. With a simple click of the mouse you will be able to rotate the image to any angle. SilverFast SE Plus is a
complete image adjustment tool for RAW photo-processing. It offers a wide variety of image adjustments in a clean and user-friendly interface. This unique feature of silverfast includes several advanced
features that have never been available in other products. SilverFast SE Plus was made for those who want to enter the world of digital image processing. Images will be mainly benefit from SilverFast's
intelligent automatic functions which help to make the process of adjusting much easier. Predictable color from the SilverFast SE preview gives imaging and color reproduction a new dimension securing
the correct workflow with the ScanPilot. Simple Drag-n-Drop with SilverFast SE Plus. This intuitive feature allows users to adjust just like in Photoshop

What's New in the SilverFast SE Plus?

SilverFast SE is the successor of our successful SilverFast. This new version significantly improved the user-interface as well as the adjustment tools. You can now quickly create image corrections using
the new intuitive interface of the Adjustment Tool and the newly added Lasso tools. SilverFast SE allows you to use as many sliders or Curves as you want and you can even create Curves, Drags and
Drones by combining several adjustments with different Amounts. The Curves can be created in an easy way without having to use the old Layer Masks, making them a lot more comfortable to use. The
new Lasso tools allow you to select groups of pixels and quickly change the colour and the brightness values of the selected area. The brightness will be automatically adjusted within a constant value range
so that you can immediately see the effect of the adjustment. SilverFast SE runs with a wide range of different file types including RAW (without any preliminary conversion), JPG, TIFF and BMP. Please
note that SilverFast SE is not meant for professional image processing (it does not yet include the high end features of SilverFast Ai). SilverFast SE can be used as a Stand-alone Application or as a Plug-in
for Photoshop (for Mac). SilverFast SE Plus Features: - Multi-threading support for fast processing of big RAW files (RAW preview shows the working steps for RAW file processing) - Significantly
improved user-interface: - New user-interface: There are 4 workspace levels with a lot of different tools on each of them. You will always find the tool you are searching for. - New color palette: The color
palette is easy to use as the color palette itself will always show the current color settings. - New fast and easy user-interface for all functions: - Change color modes and preview color as you are going: You
can now change the color mode and the preview color while adjusting the curve. - Adjustment tools with unlimited number of sliders: - Smoothly and intuitively create curves by combining several sliders -
Change the contrast, brightness and color saturation (curves) with unlimited amount of sliders - Adjust the contrast, brightness and saturation of selected areas using the Lasso tools - Adjust the hue,
saturation and brightness of selected areas using the hue, saturation and brightness sliders - All dialogs are easily navigable - Integrated QuickTime movie tutorials (in each dialog) - Change between photo,
artwork, scanner and computer monitor display - Mouse cursor mode for all screen elements:You can use the mouse cursor as you want. You can set your own cursor settings (Smart button, Double Click,
Press and Hold, Hold click etc.) or show the cursor with the screen elements (one-touch for adjusting all screens). - Sharpness, Vignetting and Gradation Curves can be freely moved - You can
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System Requirements For SilverFast SE Plus:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit recommended) Processor: Intel Core i3-2100 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 650 Ti Hard Disk Space: 8 GB Sound Card:
DirectX compatible Operating System: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 (64-bit recommended)Processor: Intel Core i3-2100Memory: 4 GB RAMGraphics: NVIDIA GTX 650 TiHard Disk Space:
8 GBSound Card: DirectX
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